Getting Around Word Links

The words on the list are split, with the first part of the word listed on the left-hand side of the worksheet and the second part listed somewhere on the right-hand side of the worksheet. Draw lines to connect the two parts of each word. Then write the complete word on the blank line.

1. FE ____________ •
2. IC ______________ •
3. LOCOM ___________ •
4. CA _______________ •
5. MILE _____________ •
6. HELIC _____________ •
7. UNIC ______________ •
8. ENG _______________ •
9. JOUR _______________ •
10. CYCL ______________ •
11. AIRP _______________ •
12. UNLE _______________ •
13. FREI _______________ •
14. DELA _______________ •

1. A boat that regularly takes passengers over a short distance.
2. Covered in frozen water. Very cold.
3. Another word for a train.
4. An artificial waterway.
5. Refers to distance travelled by a vehicle.
6. A flying machine that moves by means of rotary blades.
7. A pedal bike with one wheel.
8. The vehicle part that produces motion.
10. Operating a pedal bike.
11. Place where planes land and leave from.
12. Without added lead.
13. Goods carried on a ship, train, truck or plane, usually in large quantities.
14. Late.

FERRY AIRPORT ICY DELAYED FREIGHT CYCLING UNLEADED ENGINE UNICYCLE MILEAGE LOCOMOTIVE HELICOPTER CANAL JOURNEY